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Abstract—This work studies the net sum-rate performance of
a distributed reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs)-assisted
multi-user multiple-input-single-output (MISO) downlink com-
munication system under imperfect instantaneous-channel state
information (I-CSI) to implement precoding at the base station
(BS) and statistical-CSI (S-CSI) to design the RISs phase-shifts.
Two channel estimation (CE) protocols are considered for I-CSI
acquisition: (i) a full CE protocol that estimates all direct and
RISs-assisted channels over multiple training sub-phases, and (ii)
a low-overhead direct estimation (DE) protocol that estimates
the end-to-end channel in a single sub-phase. We derive the
asymptotic equivalents of signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) and ergodic net sum-rate under both protocols for given
RISs phase-shifts, which are then optimized based on S-CSI.
Simulation results reveal that the low-complexity DE protocol
yields better net sum-rate than the full CE protocol when used
to obtain CSI for precoding. A benchmark full I-CSI based RISs
design is also outlined and shown to yield higher SINR but lower
net sum-rate than the S-CSI based RISs design.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), chan-
nel state information (CSI), Rician fading, beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deploying reconfigurable intelligent surfaces (RISs) on
different structures in the environment has emerged as a
transformative solution to customize the propagation of radio
waves through controlled reflections [1]. Specifically, an RIS
constitutes of a large number of low-cost passive reflecting
elements that induce phase shifts onto the incident signals,
that can be smartly tuned to realize desired performance
objectives [1], [2]. While significant performance gains have
been shown using a single RIS, the use of distributed RISs can
more effectively enhance coverage, enable communication
when multiple direct links are weak, improve the channel
rank, and increase the spectral and energy efficiency gains,
and have been the focus of some recent works [3]–[5].

Most of the current literature on RIS-assisted systems
assumes perfect channel state information (CSI) of all links
to be available for beamforming design, which is impractical
given channel estimation (CE) is challenging in RIS-assisted
systems. In this context, least-square and minimum mean
squared error (MMSE) channel estimates of the direct base
station (BS)-user links and RIS-assisted links have been
derived in [6], using a pilot training based CE protocol
requiring N+1 training sub-phases, where N is the number of
RIS elements. Some works develop lower overhead protocols

by grouping RIS elements, exploiting the static nature of the
BS-RIS channel [7], or utilizing the correlation between the
channels of different users [8], but impose a training overhead
that still grows large with N . Moreover, optimizing the RISs
based on instantaneous CSI (I-CSI) at the pace of a fast-fading
channel significantly increases the system complexity.

To mitigate these challenges, the authors in [5], [9] design
the RIS parameters using statistical CSI (S-CSI) without
requiring the I-CSI of individual BS-RIS and RIS-users chan-
nels. The only I-CSI then needed is of the aggregate end-to-
end channel to design precoding at the BSs. Such designs not
only eliminate the training overhead requirements associated
with the estimation of individual links, but also relax the need
for frequently reconfiguring the RISs. The works that study
such designs (e.g. [5], [9]) assume the I-CSI of the aggregate
channel to be perfectly known at the BS, which is impractical.
Moreover, they do not compare the performance of S-CSI and
I-CSI based RIS designs in terms of training overhead, and net
sum-rate. These constitute the main questions of this paper.

Specifically, we study a distributed RISs-assisted multi-user
multiple-input single-output (MISO) communication system,
considering the scenarios of (i) full imperfect I-CSI [7] versus
aggregate imperfect I-CSI [9] at the BS to implement pre-
coding, and (ii) I-CSI versus S-CSI availability to design the
RISs phase-shifts. To this end, we utilize the MMSE-discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) CE protocol from [7] to obtain full
I-CSI. Recognizing its large overhead in terms of the required
CE sub-phases, we consider a second direct estimation (DE)
protocol, which estimates each end-to-end BS-user channel in
a single sub-phase for given RISs phase shifts. We analytically
study the ergodic net sum-rate achievable under maximum
ratio transmission (MRT) precoding implemented at the BS
using imperfect I-CSI of the end-to-end channel under both
CE protocols. The derived expressions are utilized to optimize
the RISs phases based on S-CSI. Later we study the net-
sum rate performance when RISs phase shifts are designed
based on full imperfect I-CSI. The results show that DE yields
higher net sum-rate than the MMSE-DFT CE protocol, when
combined with the S-CSI based RISs design, especially for
large system sizes. Moreover the full I-CSI based RISs design
yields high signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) but
its net sum-rate performance is worse than that of the DE+S-
CSI based scheme.
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Fig. 1: Distributed RISs-assisted communication model.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

As shown in Fig. 1, we consider a BS equipped with M
antennas communicating with K single antenna users, with
the assistance of L RISs composed of N reflecting elements
each that are connected to the BS via a control link.

A. Signal and Channel Models

The BS wants to send information at rate Rk to user k.
To this end, the BS constructs codewords with symbols sk ∼
CN (0, 1), and combines them into the transmit (Tx) signal
vector x given as x =

∑K
k=1

√
pkgksk, with gk ∈ CM×1 and

pk > 0 being the precoding vector and signal power for user
k respectively. The Tx signal satisfies the power constraint
E[||x||2] = E[tr(PGHG)] ≤ Pmax, where Pmax is the Tx
power budget, P = diag(p1, . . . , pK) and G = [g1, . . . ,gK ].
The received signal yk at user k is given as

yk = hH
k x+ nk, (1)

where nk ∼ CN (0, σ2) is the noise, and hk is the channel
between the BS and user k given as

hk = hdk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh2lk, (2)

where H1l ∈ CM×N is the channel between RIS l and the BS,
and h2lk ∈ CN×1 and hdk ∈ CM×1 are the channels between
user k and RIS l, and user k and the BS respectively. Also
Θl = diag(ϕl1, . . . , ϕlN ) represents the response of RIS l,
where ϕln = αlne

jθln , and θln ∈ [0, 2π] and αln = 1 are the
phase and amplitude of reflection coefficient of element n.

Each BS-RIS channel is considered to be line-of-sight
(LoS) dominated [2], [7], [10], since the LoS path between the
BS and RIS can be guaranteed through appropriate deploy-
ment of the RISs, and the non-LoS paths are much weaker
than the LoS path at mmWave frequencies. We consider a
uniform rectangular array of N = N1 ×N2 elements at each
RIS with inter-element spacing of d

(1)
RIS and d

(2)
RIS along the

two directions, and a uniform linear array with inter-antenna
spacing of dBS at the BS. Under the spherical wave model,
we obtain [H1l]m,n =

√
β1l exp

(
j 2π

λ l̄(m),(n1,n2)l

)
, where

n = (n1 − 1)N2 + n2, n1 = 1, . . . , N1, n2 = 1, . . . , N2,
β1l is the path loss factor, and l̄(m),(n1,n2)l is the path length
between BS antenna m and RIS l’s element (n1, n2) [11].

For h2lk and hdk, we consider Rician fading models as

h2lk = hn
2lk + h̄2lk, hdk = hn

dk + h̄dk (3)

where hn
2lk =

√
1

κ2lk+1z2lk and hn
dk =

√
1

κdk+1zdk are
the NLoS components, where z2lk ∼ CN (0, β2lkIN )
and zdk ∼ CN (0, βdkIM ). The LoS channel
components h̄2lk and h̄dk are modeled as h̄dk =√

βdkκdk

κdk+1 [1, e
j2πdBS cos(ϕdk), . . . , ej2πdBS(M−1) cos(ϕdk)]

and h̄2lk =
√

β2lkκ2lk

κ2lk+1 [b2lkz ⊗ b2lkx], where

b2lkz = [1, ej2πd
(1)
RIS cos(ϕ2lk), . . . , ej2πd

(1)
RIS(N1−1) cos(ϕ2lk)],

b2lkx = [1, ej2πd
(2)
RIS cos(ϕ2lk), . . . , ej2πd

(2)
RIS(N2−1) cos(ϕ2lk)],

and ϕdk and ϕ2lk are the angles of departure (AoD) of the
wave-vector from the BS and RIS l to user k respectively.
Moreover, βdk and β2lk are the path loss factors, and κdk

and κ2lk are the Rician factors for the BS-user k link and
RIS l-user k link respectively. The overall channel between
user k and the BS can be written as

hk = hn
dk + h̄dk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh
n
2lk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh̄2lk (4)

which is statistically equivalent to a correlated Rician channel
as hk = h̄dk +

∑L
l=1 H1lΘlh̄2lk + A

1/2
k zk, where zk ∼

CN (0, IM ) and Ak = βdk

κdk+1IM +
∑L

l=1
β2lk

κ2lk+1H1lH
H
1l .

B. CE Protocols

We consider two protocols to obtain I-CSI for precoding.
1) MMSE-DFT CE Protocol: The MMSE-DFT CE proto-

col from [7] constructs the estimate of the aggregate channel
hk by estimating h2lk’s and hdk over S CE sub-phases. In this
protocol, RIS l applies the reflect beamforming matrix Θls =
diag(ϕls1, . . . , ϕlsN ) ∈ CN×N in sub-phase s ∈ {1, . . . , S},
resulting in the RISs training matrix

Vtr =

1 vT
11 . . . vT

L1
...

...
...

1 vT
1S . . . vT

LS

 ∈ CS×(NL+1) (5)

where vls = diag(Θls). The optimal Vtr that minimizes the
CE error is derived to be the NL + 1 leading columns of
a DFT matrix as [Vtr]s,n = e−j2π(n−1)(s−1)/S in [7]. This
protocol exploits the LoS nature of the BS-RISs channels to
reduce the number of training sub-phases to S = NL

M + 1 as
compared to other CE protocols in [6], [8]. Here we extend
its results to out setup, and derive the estimates as follows.

Lemma 1: The MMSE estimate of hk in (4) under the
MMSE-DFT CE protocol is given as

ĥk = ĥn
dk + h̄dk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlĥ
n
2lk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh̄2lk, (6)

where ĥn
dk and ĥn

2lk are the MMSE estimates of hn
dk and

hn
2lk given as ĥn

dk =
βn
dk

βn
dk+

1
SρpτS

(r̃tr0k − h̄dk) and ĥn
2lk =

βn
2lk

βn
2lk+

1
SρpτSMβ1l

(r̃trlk − h̄2lk) where βn
dk = βdk

κdk+1 , βn
2lk =

β2lk

κ2lk+1 , ρp is the training SNR, τS is the length of each



training sub-phase, and the observation vectors r̃tr0k and r̃trlk
are given as r̃tr0k = hn

dk + h̄dk + 1
S (v

tr
1 ⊗ IM )Hntr

k and
r̃trlk = hn

2lk+ h̄2lk+
1

SMβ1l
H̄H

1l(V
tr
l ⊗IM )Hntr

k , where ntr
k ∈

CMS×1 is the received noise across S CE sub-phases, vtr
1 is

the first S×1 column of Vtr, and Vtr
l ∈ CS×N comprises of

the N(l− 1)+2 to Nl+1 columns of Vtr for l = 1, . . . , L.
Moreover H̄1l = diag(h̄1l1, . . . , h̄1lN )∈CMN×N, where h̄1ln

is the nth column of H1l, known due to its LoS nature.
Proof: The proof follows by applying the definition of

MMSE estimate on the observation vectors [7, Sec. III].
Note that the CE error h̃n

dk = hn
dk − ĥn

dk, which is also
Gaussian, is independent of ĥn

dk. A similar discussion applies
to h̃n

2lk = hn
2lk − ĥn

2lk. Using these results, ĥk is statistically
equivalent to a correlated Rician channel as follows.

Lemma 2: The estimate ĥk in (6) can be represented as

ĥk = h̄dk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh̄2lk +C
1/2
k qk, (7)

where qk ∼ CN (0, IM ) and Ck =
βn2

dk

βn
dk+

1
SρpτS

IM +∑L
l=1

βn2

2lk

βn
2lk+

1
SρpτSMβ1l

H1lH
H
1l .

This protocol accurately estimates all channels at the ex-
pense of a large training overhead which may compromise the
net sum-rate. Next, we present a lower overhead CE protocol.

2) DE Protocol: In the DE scheme, instead of estimating
the individual channels hdk’s and h2lk’s, the BS directly
estimates the aggregate channel hk = hdk+

∑L
l=1 H1lΘlh2lk

for given Θl’s in a single sub-phase. The estimate of hk

will therefore depend on the choice of RIS phase shifts. We
propose that Θl’s are computed based on S-CSI (as discussed
in the next section) at the start of a time-frame over which the
channel statistics stay constant. Then in each coherence block,
the BS only estimates hk, for these given Θl’s as follows.

Lemma 3: The MMSE estimate of hk under DE is

ĥk = h̄dk +

L∑
l=1

H1lΘlh̄2lk +RkQkỹ
tr
k , (8)

where ỹtr
k = ytr

k − h̄dk −
∑L

l=1 H1lΘlh̄2lk, ytr
k = hdk +∑L

l=1 H1lΘlh2lk + ntr
k , ntr

k ∼ CN (0, 1
ρpτS

IM ), Qk =(
Rk + IM

ρpτS

)−1

, and Rk = βn
dkIM +

∑L
l=1 β

n
2lkH1lH

H
1l .

The channel estimate ĥk is statistically equivalent to ĥk =

C
1/2
k qk, where qk ∼ CN (0, IM ) and Ck = RkQkRk.

Proof: The proof follows by estimating hn
k = hn

dk +∑L
l=1 H1lΘlh

n
2lk using ytr

k − h̄dk −
∑L

l=1 H1lΘlh̄2lk.
While this protocol does not provide full I-CSI of the

individual RIS-assisted links, it provides enough information
(ĥk) to implement precoding at the BS. It also saves the large
training overhead associated with S ≥ NL

M +1 sub-phases to
obtain the full I-CSI under MMSE-DFT protocol, and requires
only a single training sub-phase. The downside is that the
estimate in (8) can not be used to design the RISs phases
instantaneously. However, if the phase-shifts are designed
using S-CSI as we do next, then DE is a desirable scheme
because the BS can use (8) instead of (6) for precoding.

C. Precoding and Achievable Rate

The estimate ĥk obtained from both CE methods is used
to implement MRT precoding at the BS, which is known
to be asymptotically optimal for a MISO broadcast channel
as M grows large and has a smaller computational com-
plexity compared to zero-forcing precoding. The precoding
vectors are given as gk = ζĥk, where ζ satisfies the power
constraint E[||x||2] ≤ Pmax as ζ2 = Pmax/Ψ, where
Ψ = E

[
tr
(
PĤĤH

)]
and ĤH = [ĥ1, ĥ2 . . . ĥK ] ∈ CM×K .

Our analysis is based on an ergodic achievable net-rate
expression from [12], that was derived exploiting the channel
hardening property of large-scale multiple input multiple out-
put (MIMO) systems for which asymptotically is sufficient for
each user to only know E[hH

k gk]. Assuming that E[hH
k gk]

is perfectly known at user k, and treating interference and
channel gain uncertainty as worst-case independent Gaussian
noise, it can be shown that user k can achieve the ergodic net
rate [12]

Rk =

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log2(1 + γk), (9)

where τC is the length of each coherence block, and γk is the
downlink SINR of user k given under MRT precoding as

γk =
pk|E[hH

k ĥk]|2

pkVar[hH
k ĥk] +

∑
f ̸=k pfE[|hH

k ĥf |2] + Ψ
ρ

, (10)

where ρ = Pmax

σ2 . The ergodic net sum-rate is given as

Rsum =

K∑
k=1

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log2(1 + γk). (11)

Our goal is to analyze (11) in the large system limit under
the two considered CE protocols. The analysis will be done
with the objectives of (i) developing optimized RISs designs
under different CSI assumptions, and (ii) comparing the net
sum-rate performance under different CSI assumptions.

III. MAIN RESULTS

We now present the asymptotic expressions of the net sum-
rate and use them to optimize the RISs phase-shifts.

A. Asymptotic Analysis

While the users’ ergodic rates in (9) are generally difficult
to study for finite system dimensions, they tend to approach
deterministic quantities as the system dimensions grow large.
These deterministic equivalents are very accurate for moderate
system dimensions as well [2], [12], and only depend on the
channel statistics which facilitates formulating and solving
optimization problems based on S-CSI. Under this motivation,
we compute the deterministic approximations of the users’
rates under the following assumptions [2], [12].

Assumption 1. M , N and K grow large with a bounded
ratio as 0 < lim infM,K→∞

K
M ≤ lim supM,K→∞

K
M < ∞

and 0 < lim infM,N→∞
M
N ≤ lim supM,N→∞

M
N < ∞.

Assumption 2. H1 satisfies lim sup
M,N→∞

||H1H
H
1 || < ∞.

Theorem 1: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the SINR of
user k in (10) for the channel in (4) and its estimate



γ◦
k =

pk

∣∣∣∣ 1
M tr

(
Dk +

∑L
l=1

βn2

2lk

βn
2lk+

1
SρpτSMβ1l

H1lH
H
1l +

βn2

dk

βn
dk+

1
SρpτS

IM

)∣∣∣∣2
1
M

∑
f ̸=k

pf

M tr((Df + Cf )(Dk +Ak)) +
pk
M

∑K
k=1

1
M tr(Dk+Ck)

ρ

, (12)

γ◦
k =

pk| 1
M tr(Dk +RkQkRk)|2

1
M

∑
f ̸=k

pf

M tr((Df +RfQfRf )(Dk +Rk)) +
1
M

∑K
k=1

pk
M tr(Dk+RkQkRk)

ρ

, (13)

γ◦
k =

pk

∣∣∣∣ 1
M

(
h̄H
dkh̄dk +

βn2

dk

βn
dk+

1
ρpτS

M

)∣∣∣∣2
1
M

∑
f ̸=k

pf

M tr
((

h̄df h̄H
df +

βn2

df IM

βn
df+

1
ρpτS

)(
h̄dkh̄H

dk +
βn2

dk IM
βn
dk+

1
ρpτS

))
+ 1

M

∑K
k=1

pk

Mρ

(
h̄H
dkh̄dk +

βn2

dk M

βn
dk+

1
ρpτS

) . (14)

in (7) under the MMSE-DFT CE protocol satisfies γk −
γ◦
k

a.s−−−−−−−→
M,N,K→∞

0, where γ◦
k is given in (12), Dk =

h̄dkh̄
H
dk + h̄dk

∑L
l=1 h̄

H
2lkΘ

H
l HH

1l +
∑L

l=1 H1lΘlh̄2lkh̄
H
dk +∑L

l=1

∑L
l′=1 H1lΘlh̄2lkh̄

H
2l′kΘ

H
l′ H

H
1l′ , Ak is defined under

(4), and Ck is defined in Lemma 2.
Proof: The proof follows by applying the asymptotic

results in [12, Appendix A].
Theorem 2: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the SINR of user

k in (10) for the channel in (4) and its estimate in (8) under
the MMSE-DE CE protocol, satisfies γk − γ◦

k
a.s−−−−−−−→

M,N,K→∞
0,

where γ◦
k is given by (13), Rk and Qk are defined in Lemma

3, and Dk is defined in Theorem 1.
Proof: The proof follows by using the asymptotic results

in [12], while considering estimates in Lemma 3.
Corollary 1: Under the setting of Theo-

rem 1 and assuming perfect CSI , γ◦
k =

pk| 1
M tr(Dk+Ak)|2

1
M

∑
f ̸=k

pf
M tr((Df+Af )(Dk+Ak))+

pk
Mρ

∑K
k=1

1
M tr(Dk+Ak)

.

Proof: The proof follows by letting ρp → ∞ in (12).
Theorem 3: Consider the setting of Theorem 2 without

RISs, then γ◦
k is given as (14).

Proof: The proof follows by setting L = 0 in (13).
Corollary 2: Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the users’ ergodic

achievable net rates in (9) converge as Rk−R◦
k

a.s−−−−−−−→
M,N,K→∞

0,

where R◦
k =

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log(1 + γ◦

k) and γ◦
k is given by (12)

with S = NL
M +1 for the MMSE-DFT CE protocol, or given

by (13) with S = 1 for the MMSE-DE CE protocol.
Proof: The proof follows by applying the continuous

mapping theorem on Rric
k .

An asymptotic approximation for the ergodic achievable
net sum-rate can be obtained as

R◦
sum =

K∑
k=1

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log(1 + γ◦

k). (15)

The deterministic equivalents in (12), (13) and (14) provide
some useful insights. The desired signal energy in the numer-
ator of these expressions stays constant with respect to M ,

while the interference and noise terms in the denominators of
all three expressions vanish as M → ∞ while K,N and L are
kept fixed. Therefore, the SINR grows with M for fixed K
[12]. We also note from (12) and (13) that asymptotically,
the RIS matrices Θl’s only appear in all terms involving
the LoS channel components, and will therefore yield higher
performance gains for large Rician factors κ. Moreover, the
desired signal and interference (first term in denominator)
terms scale quadratically with N and L, while the noise term
scales linearly with N and L, indicating more RIS gains in
noise limited scenarios. However, we can optimize phases to
improve SINR in interference limited scenarios as we do next.

B. Ergodic Net Sum-Rate Maximization using S-CSI

Next we optimize the RIS phase-shifts using knowledge of
only channel statistics that characterize the derived determin-
istic equivalents. This S-CSI changes much slower than the
actual fast fading channel, and therefore the phase shifts need
to be optimized only once after several coherence periods. The
net sum-rate maximization problem is formulated below.

(P1) max
ϕ

K∑
k=1

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log(1 + γ◦

k) (16a)

s.t. |ϕln| = 1, ∀l, n (16b)

where ϕln is the nth diagonal element of Θl, and ϕ =
[ϕ11, . . . , ϕ1N , ϕ21, . . . , ϕLN ]T ∈ CNL×1.

(P1) is a constrained maximization problem that can be
solved using projected gradient ascent as outlined in Algo-
rithm 1. We increase the objective by iteratively updating the
phase-shifts vector ϕs at iteration s in a step proportional to
the positive gradient ps as ϕ̃

s+1
= ϕs + µps, where µ is

obtained using backtracking line search. The solution ϕ̃
s+1

is projected to the closest feasible point satisfying (16b) as
ϕs+1 = exp(jarg (ϕ̃

s+1
)) [2]. Note that gradient ascent only

provides a local optimal solution to (P1), but we verify the
large gains yielded by the proposed design in simulations.

The derivative of R◦
sum, which is the objective in (16a),

with γ◦
k given by (12) under the MMSE-DFT CE protocol,



Algorithm 1 Projected Gradient Ascent Algorithm

1: Initialize: ϕ1, R◦1

sum = f(ϕ1) where f(.) is given by
(15), ϵ > 0, s = 1.

2: Repeat
3: R̄◦

sum = R◦s

sum;
4: [ps]N(l−1)+n =

∂R◦
sum

∂ϕln
|ϕs , n = 1, . . . , N , l = 1, . . . , L;

5: ϕ̃
s+1

= ϕs + µps;
6: ϕs+1 = exp(jarg (ϕ̃

s+1
));

7: R◦s+1

sum = f(ϕs+1); Update s = s+ 1;
8: Until ||R◦s

sum − R̄◦
sum||2 < ϵ; Output ϕ∗ = ϕs;

with respect to ϕln is derived in the extended version of this
work in [13, Sec. IV-A]. The derivative of R◦

sum with γ◦
k given

by (13) under the MMSE-DE CE protocol, with respect to ϕln

is also derived in [13, Sec. IV-A].

C. Instantaneous Sum-Rate Maximization Using Full I-CSI

Since we obtain the full I-CSI of all channels under
the MMSE-DFT protocol, we formulate the instantaneous
net sum-rate expression and propose to maximize it in this
section, as a performance benchmark for the S-CSI based
RISs design. Since the BS only has the channel estimates,
we can write yk in (1) under MRT as yk = ζ

√
pkĥ

H
k ĥksk +

ζ
∑K

f ̸=k

√
pf ĥ

H
k ĥfsf+ζ

∑K
f=1

√
pf h̃

H
k ĥfsf+nk, where h̃k

is the estimation error distributed as h̃k ∼ CN (0, C̃k) where
C̃k = Ak − Ck, and Ak and Ck are defined in (4) and
Lemma 2 respectively. Note that ĥk and h̃k are functions
of Θl’s. Treating the last two terms in yk as uncorrelated
effective noise and assuming I-CSI to be available at users,
we obtain the following instantaneous net rate expression.

Theorem 4: An achievable instantaneous net rate expression
for user k under the MMSE-DFT CE protocol is Rinst

k =(
1− SτS

τC

)
log2(1 + γinst

k ), where γinst
k is given as

γinst
k =

pk|ĥH
k ĥk|2∑

f ̸=k pf |ĥH
k ĥf |2 +

∑K
f=1 pf ĥ

H
f C̃kĥf + Ψinst

ρ

,

where Ψinst = tr
(
PĤĤH

)
and ρ = Pmax

σ2 .
The instantaneous net sum-rate is then given as

Rinst
sum =

K∑
k=1

(
1− SτS

τC

)
log2(1 + γinst

k ), (17)

Next, we formulate the net sum-rate maximization problem
similar to (P1) with the objective in (17). The RIS phase
shifts are designed to solve this problem using the genetic
algorithm [13]. Note that this full I-CSI based RISs design is
expected to yield high sum-rate compared to the S-CSI based
RIS design as the phase shifts are designed for each channel
realization. However, it also requires full CSI of all channels,
i.e. ĥdk and ĥ2lk’s, which imposes a large training overhead
of S = NL/M + 1 sub-phases. This would compromise the
net sum-rate, as we will see in Sec. IV, because the training
loss factor

(
1− SτS

τC

)
in (17) will reduce as N increases.
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Fig. 2: SINR versus Pmax for M,N = 60 and L,K = 20.
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Fig. 3: Net sum-rate for M,N = 60, and L,K = 20.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We consider the BS to be deployed at (0, 0, 0)m along the
z-axis, and the L RISs and K users to be placed along arcs
of radius 250m and 400m respectively that span angles from
−30◦ to 30◦ with respect to the y-axis. We define pk = 1/K,
Pmax = 10W, and σ2 = −94dBm. The path loss model is
given as βk = C0

dᾱ , with C0 = 30dB, ᾱ1l = 2, ᾱ2lk = 2.8
and ᾱdk = 3.5. The Rician factor is calculated as κek =
13− 0.03dek, where e ∈ {d, 2l} and dek is the link distance.

We first validate the tightness of the deterministic equiva-
lents of the SINR in Fig. 2. The theoretical (Th) deterministic
equivalents of the SINR under MMSE-DFT CE in Theorem
1, under MMSE-DE CE in Theorem 2, and under perfect CSI
in Corollary 1 are plotted under random (rand.) as well as S-
CSI based optimized (opt.) RISs phase shifts. We also plot the
Monte-Carlo (MC) simulated SINR values in (10) under both
CE protocols considering S-CSI based RISs phase design. The
figure shows an excellent match between the Monte-Carlo and
theoretical SINR values even for moderate system sizes. We
also observe that the SINR values are higher under MMSE-
DFT CE protocol than those under DE protocol, because
the former achieves a better estimation quality by using an
optimal DFT based solution for the RIS phases during CE.
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Fig. 4: Net sum-rate and training overhead for M = 60, K =
20 and L = 20.

In Fig. 3, we plot the ergodic net sum-rate in (15) using
the deterministic equivalent of the SINR in Theorem 1 for
MMSE-DFT, the one in Theorem 2 for MMSE-DE, and
the one in Corollary 1 for perfect CSI, under random and
optimized (Alg. 1) RISs phase shifts. We also plot the Monte-
Carlo simulated net sum-rate in (11) under both CE protocols.
In contrast to the observation from Fig. 2, we see here that
the net sum-rate under MMSE-DFT is lower than that under
the MMSE-DE CE protocol. This is because the higher SINR
obtained under the MMSE-DFT CE protocol due to the better
channel estimation quality comes at the expense of a large
training overhead of SτS = (NL/M + 1)K symbols to
construct ĥk’s using full CSI. On the other hand, the MMSE-
DE protocol estimates all hk’s in just τS = K symbols.
We also observe that the S-CSI based RISs design performs
significantly better compared to a system without RISs.

In Fig. 4 we compare the net sum-rate performance of an
RISs-assisted system against N for three scenarios: (i) full
I-CSI based RISs design using the MMSE-DFT CE protocol
in Sec. III-C, (ii) S-CSI based RISs design in Algorithm 1
while considering MMSE-DFT protocol to implement MRT,
and (iii) S-CSI based RISs design in Algorithm 1 while con-
sidering MMSE-DE protocol to implement MRT. Note that
for scenario (i) the average instantaneous net sum-rate in (17)
is plotted, while for scenarios (ii) and (iii) the deterministic
equivalents of the ergodic net sum-rate in (15) are plotted. We
observe that the net sum-rate under MMSE-DFT CE protocol
increases until a certain point (N = 100) and then starts to
decrease. This is because after this point the increase in the
training overhead given by SτS = (NL/M + 1)K symbols,
plotted in blue on the right y-axis, becomes dominant over the
increase in SINR that comes with N . On the other hand the
training overhead of the MMSE-DE CE protocol is always
τS = K symbols as plotted in blue on the figure. This results
in scenario (iii) to perform better than scenario (ii) due to the
significantly improved training loss factor

(
1− SτS

τC

)
in (15).

Next we compare the performance of S-CSI and I-CSI
based RIS designs. We observe that (i) shows a similar

trend as (ii) with the net sum-rate first increasing and then
decreasing with N due to the large training overhead incurred
by the MMSE-DFT CE protocol. However the net sum-rate is
higher under (i) than that under (ii) because we are using full
I-CSI to optimize the RISs phase shifts to realize favorable
instantaneous channels, instead of optimizing them only to
realize favorable channel statistics as done in scenario (ii).
When comparing all three scenarios, MMSE-DE+S-CSI based
RISs design outperforms the I-CSI based RISs design for
N > 100 due to the very low training overhead of DE scheme.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied the net sum-rate performance of a
distributed RISs-assisted multi-user MISO system under the
DFT-CE and the DE-CE protocols. Considering imperfect I-
CSI for precoding at the BS, we derived the deterministic
equivalents of the net sum-rate under each CE protocol, and
used them to optimize the RIS phase shifts based on S-
CSI. As a benchmark, we also devised a scheme where the
phase shifts were instantaneously optimized using full I-CSI
obtained using the DFT-CE protocol. Results showed that DE
of the aggregate channel for precoding with S-CSI based RISs
design outperforms both DFT-CE based schemes, i.e. the one
with RISs designed using S-CSI as well as using full I-CSI,
due to the significantly lower training overhead of DE scheme.
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